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True Mystic Science
Harvard University rowing coach and long-time luminary in crew, Dan Boyne tells a tale in The Seven Seat
of redemption and revenge against a rival who had bullied him throughout high school. After high school,
both took up rowing at separate colleges, only to discover their colleges were arch-rivals in crew. In their
forthcoming regatta, would Dan finally get his revenge, or would he once again be shorn of his pride?
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Life
The Motorcycle Enthusiast in Action
The Saturday Review of Politics, Literature, Science and Art
Harry Parker was probably the most important figure in American rowing of the past century. His
heavyweight crews at Harvard topped the leagues more consistently than any other team (they won the
Eastern Sprints regatta, against most of the top college crews, more than three times as often as their nearest
rival). From the time they miraculously won the 1963 Harvard-Yale Race at the end of his first year at the
helm, his varsity didn’t lose a race for six years, and they didn’t lose to Yale until the Reagan
administration. He was the first US National Team coach, and oversaw five Olympic teams. He coached the
sons of his great oarsmen from the 60’s and 70’s, and at age 70 was still putting the sons to shame on a
bicycle, or running the steps of the Harvard Stadium. He was respected by all, revered and adored by his
rowers, and yet no one seemed to know him. The persistent myth was that he hardly said a word, and that his
powerful mystique alone made his oarsmen great and their boats go fast. Though a fundamentally compelling
figure, Parker’s famous reticence means that few managed to spend much time close to him. Since he made
no attempt to explain himself, legends abound: he never got older; he could control the weather; he could
walk on water. The Sphinx of the Charles: A Year at Harvard with Harry Parker takes the reader not only
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inside the Harvard boathouse, but into the coaching launch with Parker. We see how he coached—how
many words he actually uttered—as he guided his team through a year of training, and hear about his life in
the sport. We see a paradox: Parker remained remarkably constant over the last forty-five years, yet he
constantly evolved, changed his style, and used every means at his disposal to build champion crews. The
Sphinx of the Charles goes inside the rowing world in a way hasn’t been done before, putting the reader in
the passenger seat next to one of the most successful coaches of all time. Parker is a historical icon, part of a
tradition that goes back to the beginning of intercollegiate athletics in America. His story needs to be told.
The Sphinx of the Charles is fundamentally a chronicle of a year with the Harvard team and a profile of
Harry Parker as he was, five years before his death: comfortable in his position as elder and master of the
sport, reflective but not nostalgic, aged but nearly impervious to aging. It is driven by Ayer’s own
observations of Parker from his seven years of coaching and training at the Harvard boathouse, but especially
from one academic year, 2008-9. he shadowed him for a few days every week from September to June,
observing practices both on and off the water, and interacting with the team. The present tense of the
narrative reflects this immediacy, but also the sense that Parker has endured and continues to endure. And
though The Sphinx of the Charles is not a biography in the usual sense, Parker’s life and career were rich
and extraordinary and they must be explored.

The Quarterly Review
A Most Beautiful Thing
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Goodwin's Weekly
Rowing to Latitude
Is it morally permissible to plunder a drunken player at the poker table? In a game of bluffing, are all deceits
acceptable? Is it wrong to play against a pathological gambler? Are there any real right and wrongs within
poker other than violations of the rules? The first of its kind, this book explores the moral dimensions of
playing poker for money in a detailed discussion of applied ethics. Topics include the moral standing of
bluffing, collusion versus “soft play,” the problem of players staked by backers, and “Why Kant Kan’t
Play Poker.”

The Ethics of Poker
Autocar
Life
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True Interpretation of All the Chief Texts, and Mysterious Sayings and Visions Opened, of
the Whole Book of the Revelation of St. John
Kelly
In 1975, a group of amazing women rowed their way to international success and glory, battling sexual
prejudice, bureaucracy, and male domination in one of the most grueling and competitive sports around.
Among the members of the first international women’s crew team--and one of the first women’s teams
anywhere--were Gail Pearson, the soft-spoken MIT professor who fought equally hard off the water to win
the political battles neccessary for her team to succeed; lead rower Carie Graves, a statuesque bohemian from
rural Wisconsin who dropped out of college and later became the most intense rower of the crew; and Lynn
Stillman, a tiny sixteen-year-old coxswain from California. On hand to guide them was Harry Parker, the
legendary Harvard men’s crew coach who overcame his doubts about the ability of women to withstand
the rigors of hard training. From their first dramatic bid at the 1975 World Championships to their
preparations for their first Olympic Games in 1976, this gripping story of bravery, determination, and
indomitable spirit captures a compelling moment in the history of sports and of America.

The Saturday Evening Post
Contains the 4th session of the 28th Parliament through the 1st session of the 48th Parliament.
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Michigan Manufacturer & Financial Record
Commercial America
Secret enemies of true republicanism, most important developments, [sic] regarding the
inner life of man and the spirit world in order to abolish revolutions and wars, etc
Motor
The Parliamentary Debates (official Report).
The True Adventures of the Rolling Stones
"Stanley Booth's book is the only one I can read and say, 'Yeah, that's how it was.'" —Keith Richards Stanley
Booth, a member of the Rolling Stones' inner circle, met the band just a few months before Brian Jones
drowned in a swimming pool in 1968. He lived with them throughout their 1969 American tour, staying up
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all night together listening to blues, talking about music, ingesting drugs, and consorting with groupies. His
thrilling account culminates with their final concert at Altamont Speedway—a nightmare of beating,
stabbing, and killing that would signal the end of a generation's dreams of peace and freedom. But while this
book renders in fine detail the entire history of the Stones, paying special attention to the tragedy of Brian
Jones, it is about much more than a writer and a rock band. It has been called—by Harold Brodkey and
Robert Stone, among others—the best book ever written about the sixties. In Booth's afterword, he explains
why it took him 15 years to write the book, relating an astonishing story of drugs, jails, and disasters. Stanley
Booth is the author of Rythm Oil: A Journey Through the Music of the American South and Keith: Till I Roll
Over Dead. He has written for Rolling Stone, Esquire, and Playboy. He lives in Brunswick, Georgia.

The Literary Digest
The Automobile
Motor Age
NPNF2-14. The Seven Ecumenical Councils
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Now a documentary narrated by Common, produced by Grant Hill, Dwyane Wade, and 9th Wonder, from
filmmaker Mary Mazzio The moving true story of a group of young men growing up on Chicago's West side
who form the first all-black high school rowing team in the nation, and in doing so not only transform a
sport, but their lives. Growing up on Chicago’s Westside in the 90’s, Arshay Cooper knows the harder
side of life. The street corners are full of gangs, the hallways of his apartment complex are haunted by drug
addicts he calls “zombies” with strung out arms, clutching at him as he passes by. His mother is a
recovering addict, and his three siblings all sleep in a one room apartment, a small infantry against the war
zone on the street below. Arshay keeps to himself, preferring to write poetry about the girl he has a crush on,
and spends his school days in the home-ec kitchen dreaming of becoming a chef. And then one day as he’s
walking out of school he notices a boat in the school lunchroom, and a poster that reads “Join the Crew
Team”. Having no idea what the sport of crew is, Arshay decides to take a chance. This decision to join is
one that will forever change his life, and those of his fellow teammates. As Arshay and his teammates begin to
come together to learn how to row--many never having been in water before--the sport takes them from the
mean streets of Chicago, to the hallowed halls of the Ivy League. But Arshay and his teammates face adversity
at every turn, from racism, gang violence, and a sport that has never seen anyone like them before. A Most
Beautiful Thing is the inspiring true story about the most unlikely band of brothers that form a family, and
forever change a sport and their lives for the better.

Automobile Journal
The author recalls her many adventures as she explored the coasts of Alaska, Canada, Greenland,
Spitsbergen, and Norway in her ocean-worthy rowing shell.
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Red Rose Crew
A Sanskrit-English Dictionary, Being a Practical Handbook with Transliteration,
Accentuation, and Etymological Analysis Throughout
Collier's
Sunset
Saturday Review
Scientific American
Motor Vehicle Year Book
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The Sphinx of the Charles
Automobile Topics
An original American sports story about John B. Kelly, the most famous U.S. oarsman of all time, three-time
Olympic gold medalist, rags-to-riches millionaire, and father of actress Grace Kelly and champion oarsman
Jack Kelly Jr.

The Seven Seat
Truth
Sunset
Flying Magazine
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Forbes
Monthly magazine devoted to topics of general scientific interest.

The Literary Digest
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